Top Pa. Candidates Discuss Education, Taxes, Abortion

By BEN GINSBERG

The two primary candidates for Governor of Pennsylva
nia exchanged different views concerning the funding of
colleges and universities in the state at a Candidate's
Forum Monday night.
The Democratic candidate, Milton Shapp, pledged to
maintain the present level of state support to the
universities. He said, “We will continue to support
post-secondary education.”

A recent survey, conducted by the Association of
American Colleges and Universities, showed that
the number of full-time faculty at Pennsylvania
universities is insufficient to meet the demand.

William Scranton, Republican gubernatorial candidate,
said, “We must increase the state’s investment in
higher education.”

Both candidates agreed on the need for increased
state funding for higher education, but differed on
the specifics of their proposals.

National

ROCHESTER – Five early morn
ing hours marked the genesis of
the University of Rochester’s own
200th anniversary celebration. A
rain of balloons, confetti, and confetti
snow began the festivities.

The event, called “A Celebration
of Rochester,” kicked off with a
narrated slide show by the University’s
institutional history department.

Major Events

National

WILLIAMSBURG, VA. - A high

flying report from various colleges in the
country last July, Rep. Richard
Sesler, D-N.Y., said, “We need to give
the names of those colleges who have
made requests for federal aid.”

The letter stated that the Com
mittee on Internal Security was
“charged with the responsibility of
identifying the members of those
organizations who try to influence or
control the unrest we suffer from.”

By SARAH WILSON

Standing Room Only Crowd in Design 11
As 200 Take Advantage of Open Admission

By ANITA SAMA

Demonstrating the growing pains to
the final of visual arts, an over
enrolled class of almost 80 students
is in danger of being cut. Without
the course’s continued existence, the
students would lose their only
option for a course of study in visual
arts.

The course, Small Design 11, held in
300 spaces in 300 rooms, and
enrolled an average of 30 students
per section. The class was designed as
a small group environment where
students could work closely with
their professor.

GREG COX

Raymond Broockman

Subversive Speaker
Info Request Denied
By ELLIN WEBB

In response to a federal government request for information concerning
the guest speakers who lectured at campus over the past two years, the
University asked the House Committee on Internal Security that it was “unable to furnish
the information,” Provost Goddard reminded Monday.

In a letter sent to various colleges in the country last July, Rep. Richard
Sesler, D-N.Y., asked the institutions to identify those colleges who
have requested federal aid for student programs.

The letter stated that the Commit
tee on Internal Security was
“charged with the responsibility of
identifying the members of those
organizations who try to influence or
control the unrest we suffer from.”

By GREG COX

No Spectacular This Year
Homecoming Show Hopes Fade

By SARAH WILSON

The Penn Union Council (PUC) has
disclosed that there will be no
homecoming spectacular this year.
The letter stated that there will be
no spectacular due to the current
unfavorable economy.

The letter continued, “We are
considering other alternatives for
homecoming, such as a smaller,
musical event.”

By BEN GINSBERG
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Campus Events

Ongoing

Seven documentaries will be presented Wednesday at the Antumn School of Communications. The films are "Enterprises," directed by Zavatt; "Kikita," directed by Sao N; "The Baby," directed by Mikiya; "The East," directed by Kinoshita; "The Mechanic," directed by Kurosawa; "The Mechanical," directed by Tanaka; and "The Horse," directed by Honda. A series of films is showing in the Bishop White Room, room 117, Logan Hall.

Tuesday, October 10, 1970

Letters

Continued from page 4

date, the report would then be assembled and formally presented to the United Nations since I believe this conflict transcends to vital interests of anyone country or people.

The position now enunciated by the leader of this nation is one that provides for a stand still cease fire and military withdrawal, it allows for self-determination for the people in this area. This plan, which this plan is based and it is now time to stop the game in Paris and get down to brass tacks.

FRIDAY EVENING
OCT. 16, 1970
WITH A MOVIE
YOU GET
SINGER/COMPOSER
JESSE GRAVES
AT THE CATACOMBS

"The Delinquency Rate Is More Likely To Be A Function Of Social Pressures In An Area Than Of The Biological Or Psychological Traits Of People Who Reside There."

— Sutherland and Cresssey

Principles of Criminology

ALEVITIS SOCIAL PRESSURES

CAMPU$ C$H FUND DRIVE
OCT. 5-16

Phoenix Eye View

Phoenix Eye View of Writers and Writing

CHERNOV: A BIOGRAPHY
Ernest J. Simonse

"A fully authenticated biography, its historical narrative plus its personal biographical understanding of his subject..."—Sinlier, New York Times Book Review.

"An excellent biography. If you are interested in the life of one of the key figures in modern Russian literature..."—New York Times. $3.95

GRADUATION: THREE FACES OF DESTINY
Robert Cohen

The first book in a trio dedicated exclusively with Gessenhaimer's plays. Cohen analyzes the dramatics and the psychological behavior underlying the styles and patterns of this interest of the reader's work and the ideas of the show. $2.45

SIR THOMAS BROWNE: SELECTED WRITINGS
Compiled by Sir George Grey, E.A., M.D.

A single volume selection of Brown's writings responding to the growing interest in his work and time. Grey has edited the work of Brown's complete works both the well-known shorter works and extensive samples of lesser known writings. $9.95

The University of Chicago Press
Phoenix Paperback
Lib Arts vs. Big Bad Business: A Dead Issue?

more...in a long look at the purposes of a college education

By ARNOLD EISEN

If you've ever been to the University of Pennsylvania or any other large research university, you might have noticed the large number of students who are not satisfied with the education they are receiving. However, the recent decision by the Board of Trustees to cut the amount of funding for the humanities and social sciences is causing more concern among students and faculty. The decision was made in response to a decrease in the number of students choosing to major in these fields.

In his opinion piece, Eisen argues that it is not enough to simply cut funding for these programs. Instead, changes need to be made to the entire educational system to ensure that students receive a well-rounded education. Eisen suggests that universities need to prioritize the humanities and social sciences and find ways to make them more relevant to students.

The situation at Penn is not unique. Many other universities have made similar decisions in recent years, and the trend is likely to continue. As Eisen points out, it is crucial that universities take these concerns seriously and make changes to ensure that students have the opportunity to explore a wide range of subjects and develop critical thinking skills. Only then will we be able to address the challenges facing our society and create a more just and equitable world.
A Question of Consistency

Sir: Today the structure of the politics of the University is weakened by a number of circumstances, none of which can probably help it. It's likely to be a long time before the University or its alumni can recover from the introduction of new chancellors, especially chancellors brought about by means of no consequence.

Sir: I have been concerned with the burning questions — Does the University like athletes more than artists?

The athletic program is excellent. While gymnastics exist for the pleasure and well being of the University community the athletic program is not.

The athletic program is limited to those who have the resources to compete in the athletic program. Those who do not compete in the athletic program are excluded from the athletic program.

There are obvious im-

ho...it's called second degree murder.
Tuesday, October 13, 1970

**Design 11**

(Continued from page 1)

**Candidates Speak**

(Continued from page 1)

**Speaker Info**

In a last-minute burst of creativity, the Dead's manager, Bill Graham, said: "We're not going to have a concert. We're going to have a happening."


**Campus Events**

(Continued from page 1)

**ACTIVITIES COUNCIL:**

Meeting today 11:00 A.M. at the Old University Union. Interested students are invited to attend. Mrs. W. E. Gentry, 215 South Lotz St., room 203, is the Council's representative.

**SPORTS: **

Volleyball, Wednesday, October 14th, 11:00 A.M. in the Old University Union. Sponsored by the Activities Council. All interested are invited.

**THE BROTHERS OF **

ALPHA KAPPA PSI

PROFESSIONAL BUSINESS FRATERNITY

INVITE ALL INTERESTED WHARTON SOPHOMORES TO ITS OPENING RUSH MEETING

11:00 A.M., OCT. 10-7:30 PM.

IN THE TOP FLOOR LOUNGE OF HIGH RISE SOUTH

**ROBERT WALTERS, ATLANTIC REFINING,**

SPARKING ON "POLLUTION PROBLEMS: REBUTTAL TO NADER" IN THE TOP FLOOR LOUNGE OF HIGH RISE SOUTH

\[ Continued from page 1 \]

**THE CAMPUS CURATORS PRESENTS**

AN OUTDOOR ART EXHIBITION ON COLLEGE HALL GREEN THURSDAY, OCTOBER 15

ANYONE INTERESTED IN EXHIBITING HIS WORKS SHOULD SIGN UP IN JACK RUSSELL'S OFFICE (110 COLLEGE HALL) OR CALL 594-7248 WORKS CAN BE SOLD!!!

**University Special**

50% OFF A FONDO PIZZA

With This Coupon

Dining Room 48th & Chestnut or Take Out GR 29200

STUDENTS ONLY

**Watch your step.**

Walk in a Plymouth and thy will watch your step. Try one of these latest Plymouth models:

- the supreme, antique edition
- the rugged, hearty companion

Both at your nearest Plymouth dealer or Plymouth Shoe Company, Inc.

Plymouth

Manufacturers of World Famous Sambo Boots
No Ifs, Ands, or Buts for Tufp

Meyer on Athletics: I'm Very Interested

At 5-7 Martin Meyerson looks more like a coxswain than the sculler he is. At 230 pounds, coach Jim Tuppeny has no time for Meyerson's feelings. "I think that much of our intramural program would not have taken place if Martin hadn't been here," Tuppeny commented last week.

Meyerson has been in office little more than six weeks, but already he has definite opinions on recruiting (pro) and a tenth football game (con). On Big Ten football he said it was bad for his heart. "I can't judge what his (Harnwell's) interest was," Meyerson commented one day. "I was very interested to be involved in these matters." The new President seemed to enjoy the action, although he admitted in the past he has never been an athlete. "I don't think we should have athletics, as important as they have become," Meyerson said.
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